
Art 

Shadow Art
What you will need:  Small rocks and pebbles, a small pouch to keep your pebbles in, leaves, 
sticks and other nature items, acrylic paints, paintbrush, varnish (optional), and sunshine!

“Here is a great way to experiment with light and shadows. You can also keep your painted 
rocks in a small pouch to create a portable nature game that can be played in just about 
any season, as long as the sun is out.” Credit to Mud+Bloom for this idea.

Learning Intention: Experiment with light and shadows. 
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https://www.mudandbloom.com/blog/shadow-art


Music and Movement 

Click on each of the pictures below and follow along with the body percussion instructions.

Next, watch the video ‘The Percussion Show’ by clicking on the picture:

Task:  Pick your favourite song (clean version) and create your own 
body percussion routine.  You can use ideas from the videos above or 
create your own original moves.  Record yourself performing your routine and upload it to 
Seesaw.  You may even want to include your family members in the performance.

Learning Intention: Participate in body percussion activities. 
Success criteria: Create our own body percussion routine using our own song.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VldOnhk-jwo&t]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKh3nG_znVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sb-2VsE2y-U


Inquiry - Reason for the Seasons

Watch the video ‘Why are there seasons?’ then answer the questions. Use the notes on 
Seesaw to record your answers.

● What makes the seasons?
● Why is it spring in the Northern Hemisphere and autumn/fall in the Southern  

Hemisphere?
● What season is it when the earth is tilted away from the sun?
● What season is it when the earth is tilted towards the sun?

Spring
This week is the second week of spring in New Zealand. 
When you are going on your daily walk, take some photos of
the blossoms and spring flowers you see and make a collage
of the photos. Upload onto Seesaw. Here is Ms Bowler’s collage:

Learning Intention: Discover why we have seasons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQjT5uKp2hg


Science/Art

Click on the picture and watch the short video called
‘A Cloudy Lesson’.
Talk to someone in your bubble about the answers to 
these questions:
How were the clouds made in the video?
What was the device they used to make the clouds?
Do you think it worked well?
Is that really how clouds are made?

Task: Design your own weather-making device.
Plan, draw, and label a device that would allow you to 
create a type of weather.  Choose between rain, thunder,
lightning or wind.  Make sure you explain how your
machine works.

Learning Intention: Design your own weather machine.  
Success criteria: You will be able to explain how your machine works and label the different parts.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-45TbOGadro


Geography

Our World
Click on the image of the globe to watch the video clip about the 
continents and oceans of the world. The ‘Awesome Continent Facts’ 
also has some interesting facts to help you answer the questions below.

Questions:
What are the names of the continents and oceans?
Which continent...
● is the biggest?
● is the smallest?
● is the most populated (has the most people)?
● has the most countries?

Test Yourself
Click on the link to test yourself. You can choose from beginner, intermediate and expert.

Learning Intention: Identify continents and oceans of the world. 
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https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/World_Continents.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGxssWl99U8
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/continent-facts.html


Extra for Experts

40 Ka Pai Things To Do Outside

Click on the picture link to access the Department of 
Conservation’s checklist of ‘40 Ka Pai Things To Do Outside’.

There is something here for everyone whether you live 
rurally or in town. 

Take pictures of yourself completing 5 of the activities and 
upload them to Seesaw (SS).

Make your own list of 10 things to do outside and challenge 
someone in your bubble to complete 5 of them. 

Learning Intention: Practise self care 
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https://sparklers.org.nz/media/documents/3-Sparklers-Outdoor-Activities-Worksheet_gMLpMMu.pdf

